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Having heard about the tree-temples of Swadhyaya, I called their office in Mumbai to visit one 

of such sites in the summer of 2006 during my trip to India.  Soon, I found myself on my way to 

Valsad in Gujarat.  I arrived at the home of a swadhyaya volunteer who took me to the site of the 

local tree-temple with several other Swadhyayis. All of them showed warmth and enthusiasm to 

welcome me, and they explained about the tree-temples and several other works and ideologies 

of the Swadhyaya movement. The tree-temple appeared like an oasis having suddenly sprung up 

out of nowhere. It was a dense garden of trees of mangoes and chikoo (sapodilla). Although I 

appreciated the view of lush green trees, I was particularly impressed that it was built on a land 

where people had previously lost all hopes of cultivation. Even the government had declared it as 

a barren land.  As the caretakers of this garden explained about the way they perceive the trees 

and the vision of their guru Athavale, I began asking questions related to environmentalism. 

  

The Swadhyaya movement arose in the mid-twentieth century in Western India as a new 

religious movement led by its founder, the late Pandurang Shastri Athavale. In my research, I 

discovered that there is no category of “environmentalism” in the “way of life” of Swadhyayis 

living in the villages. The concept of dharma can be successfully applied as an overarching term 

for the sustainability of the ecology, environmental ethics, and the religious lives of Swadhyayis. 

Dharma synthesizes their way of life with environmental ethics based on its multidimensional 

interpretations. Athavale had repeatedly emphasized that the main goal of Swadhyaya is to 

transform the human society based on the Upanishadic concept of “Indwelling God”. According 

to him, since the Almighty resides in everybody, one should develop a sense of spiritual self-

respect for oneself irrespective of materialistic prestige or possessions. In addition to one’s own 

dignity, the concept of “Indwelling God” also helps transcend the divisions of class, caste, and 

religion and Athavale exhorted his followers to develop the Swadhyaya community based on the 

idea of “brotherhood of humans under the fatherhood of God”. Activities of Swadhyaya are 

woven around this main principle, which in turn are also aimed at the Indian cultural renaissance. 

  

Although environmentalism is neither the means nor the goal of Swadhyaya’s activities, natural 

resources such as the earth, the water, the trees, and the cattle are revered and nurtured by 

Swadhyayis based on this understanding. Environmentalism does come out as an important 

byproduct of its multi-faceted activities and this was noted by a 1992 conference in Montreal 

where Swadhyaya was invited to present its ecological philosophy and work. I argue that a 

multivalent term like dharma can comprehend and describe this kaleidoscopic phenomenon and 



the way it relates to the ecology. Swadhyaya followers do not regard environmentalism as their 

main duty, their dharma. Alternatively, from the outside, one can regard their dharma, their 

cultural practices, as ecologically sustainable as I show below. I also want to note that my 

observations are based on their activities in the rural parts of Ind ia since the urban and the 

diaspora Swadhyayis do not have such ecological projects yet. 

  

V k amandiras, literally tree-temples, are constructed as inspired by Athavale’s teachings that 

regard trees as gods. By several explanations from Indic texts, he developed a set of preaching 

that I would like to term “arboreal dharma,” dharmic ecology inspired by the qualities of trees. 

 e gave slogans such as “Vr s  main V sudeva,”  literally,   s a in trees  and “ audhe main 

 rabhu”  literally, God in plants . To explain divine power in trees, he interpreted the capillary 

action of trees in this way, “There is a divine power in trees which makes it possible for water 

and fertilizer to rise from the roots below and reach the top portion against the gravitational 

force. It is not just the result of  e  kar a a  capillary action .  ather, it is  e av kars  a 

   s a’s force .” According to Athavale, ancient Indic sages had the spiritual vision to see 

divinity in the entire universe. Since it is difficult for common people to see this transcendental 

reality in their routine lives, sages specifically asked them to revere some representative plants 

such as Tulsi, Vata, and Bilva.  

  

In July 1979,10 Athavale gave a practical shape to his dharmic ecology, when he inaugurated the 

first tree-temple at village Kalavad in Rajkot district in Gujarat. It was named Y jñavalkya 

Upavan, an orchard named after the Vedic sage Y jñavalkya. There were 6000 trees planted 

here. So far, followers of Atha- vale have created about two dozen such tree-temples in Gujarat, 

Maharashtra, and Andhra Pradesh. Villagers nurture them throughout the year. They frequent 

tree-temples not as gardeners but as devotees. The orchard becomes their temple and nurturing 

the plants becomes their devotion. The fruits or other products collected of such orchards are 

treated as pras da, divine gift. The income generated from selling such fruits is either distributed 

among needy families or saved for future such prayogs. 

  

McKim Marriott has suggested that dharma can be an ethnosociological category to study and 

analyze the Indic world that frequently transgresses the world of religion, environmental ethics, 

and human social order, as is evident from my case studies of Swadhyayis. Swadhyayis, like 

other Hindus, use dharma to mean both their religious practices and their social duties. Thus, I 

suggest that the concept of dharma can function as a bridge between the ecological notions and 

environmental ethics of local Hindu communities and the ecological message related to the 

planet earth. The word dharma can be effectively used to translate the ecological awareness to 

reach out to the local communities of Hindus based on its meanings related to duties, ecological 

order, sustenance, virtues, righteousness, and religion. 

  

(This piece is a summary of an essay by Pankaj Jain entitled “Dharmic Ecology:  erspectives 

from the Swadhyaya  ractitioners,” published in Worldviews: Global Religions, Culture, and 

Ecology, 13.3, pp. 305-320.) 
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